I questions things
This video is a dramatic scenario used to encourage critical thinking about content that is seen
online.It features an adult male, and a teenage male and female. They are played by actors.
A close up of a mobile phone screen shows a message from Joseph “Check this out! Is this for real?”
and a link to a video.
The unidentified person holding the phone replies “Seems legit. Let’s do this! (smiley face)”
Joseph replies “Defs … stream it (smiley)
The video is played on the mobile phone. Words on the video say “Big Red Dog STUNTMAN”. It
shows an athletic man climbing over the handrail of a bridge.
He jumps off the bridge.
The camera shows a first person view of the fall.
The camera looks back up at the top of the bridge. The man gets up safely and celebrates to the
camera.
A girl now stands at the bottom of a different bridge watching the end of the stunt video on her
mobile phone. She is holding up the mobile phone and comparing the video to the bridge in front of
her.
A shot from the top of the bridge shows the girl and a boy (Joseph) looking up at the bridge and
gives perspective of how high the bridge really is.
The girl and Joseph look up assessing the situation.
Joseph walks up the stairs to the top of the bridge and worryingly peers over the edge.
The girl stands at the bottom of the bridge holding her phone up, ready to video the jump.
She pulls the phone down and looks concerned.
A thought bubble appears “That’s a huge drop…”
The girl looks up at Joseph standing behind the bridge railing, and imagines a character standing
beside him who climbs over the railing and jumps off the bridge.
She imagines bones breaking and flying, and blood splattering everywhere. She is really worried and
looks up at Joseph still standing on the bridge.
Joseph looks over the edge of the railing, a thought bubble appears “Ummm… Wait, hang on…”
The camera shows clouds passing over and a train going by, indicating the passage of time.
Joseph appears standing at the edge of railing on top of the bridge. He reaches out and drops a
watermelon over the edge of the railing with the girl watching from the bottom.
The camera looks down from the top of the bridge at the watermelon falling onto several boxes on
the footpath. The watermelon smashes into pieces and the boxes and watermelon go flying
everywhere.

The camera looks up from inside the box. The girl and Joseph open the box to assess the damage of
the watermelon inside.
Text appears on screen “I question things.” The girl reaches into the box and pulls out a broken piece
of watermelon and looks at Joseph with relief.
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